DISTANCE
Made Simple

™

Tour pro’s all over the world have trusted their distance measurement to Bushnell Golf for decades. Whether it’s the
fast-accurate measurement of our range finders or our feature packed GPS devices, Bushnell products continue to
make the game more enjoyable for golfers where ever the game is played.
Golfers can now get even more features using the Free to down load Bushnell App. Suitable for Apple and Android
phone users, the App provides access to state-of-the-art graphics and technology designed to further enhance
your golfing experience.
The key features:
•

Access to over 36,000+ golf courses worldwide.

•

Scoring: Enter your score while you are playing, and the score will register on the app,

•

Seamless Updates: through Bluetooth connection on your mobile phone.

•

Swing Pro: Analyze your swing speed and tempo using the Swing Pro feature

•

Pedometer: Provides daily syncing of steps to your mobile phone

The Pro XE introduces Slope with Elements, a technology that takes
Bushnell’s Tour-trusted compensated distances to the next level.
Temperature and barometric pressure have now been added to
Bushnell’s patented Slope technology to give golfers the most
precise compensated distances ever.

The Bushnell Hybrid rangefinder offers the best of everything supremely accurate yardages, high quality optics, Visual JOLT
technology and the added benefit of an easy to use GPS unit on the
side of the unit. An easy read screen shows front, center and back
distances to the green on over 36,000 golf courses worldwide.
Autocourse recognition and auto hole advance included.

Both models continue Bushnell’s tradition of setting new
standards in the industry through constant innovation and
the use of leading technologies.
Molded with the perfect combination of size, speed,
accuracy and Visual JOLT, the Tour V5 rangefinders are
designed to create confidence for every shot needed on the
course.

THE #1 RANGEFINDER IN GOLF
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